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The U.S. Supreme Court in April 2020 issued the decision Romag Fasteners, Inc. v. Fossil Group, Inc. which 

revised the standards for financial remedy in trademark law. The Court’s decision now allows plaintiffs to 

recover in equity an accounting related to disgorgement of infringer’s profits attributable to infringement 

regardless of found willfulness; the decision reverses previous legal standard that required such a demonstration 

of willfulness. This paper presents the current state of trademark remediation following Romag, particularly as it 

affects analysis from economists, accountants, and other financial experts who must value damages and 

defendant profits. As a critical consideration, experts must distinguish between the likelihood of confusion in 

sales, advertisements, and messages needed for injunction, and actual confusion related, inter alia, to consumer 

goods bearing the infringing trademark. While proven likelihood may earn an injunction, only amounts that can 

be demonstrably connected to the actual confusion or infringing product can be included in the recovery base. 

This implicates the outcomes of cases where actual confusion can only be measured partially, or not at all. 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 
From the perspective of an expert economist active in valuation of intellectual property, this 

paper analyzes monetary remediation for infringement under U.S. trademark law, as 

modified in April 2020 in the U.S. Supreme Court decision Romag Fasteners, Inc. v. 

Fossil Group, Inc. (No. 18-1233,[1] 590 U.S. _ (2020)). Per the decision, a 
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trademark plaintiff may now recover in equity a disgorgement of defendant’s profits 

attributable to the infringement regardless of proven willfulness in the act. The decision 

reverses the previous standard for remediation that required such a demonstration of 

defendant willfulness. 

The Romag decision applies the Lanham Act (or Trademark Act of 1946), which 

established two remedies for trademark infringement – injunction and monetary relief. 

Injunctive relief is an outcome in liability that predictably follows when the mark owner can 

identify a likelihood of confusion that may result from misuse of its mark; survey estimates 

above 25 percent1 have been viewed as solid support for likelihood.2 

Monetary remedy may be used to compensate mark owners for actual damages 

arising from infringement and/or to disgorge defendant profits. That said, “efforts by 

legislators of the Lanham Act to clarify the conditions for monetary relief did not survive the 

legislative process, leaving the job to the courts, which have not devised a satisfactory 

system.”3
 

The most prevalent financial remedies available to courts implicate recovery of actual 

damages and an accounting related to profit disgorgement judging in equity to be arising 

from the infringement. Application of the two instruments depends upon respective matters 

of law and equity. An expert report must be heedful of the legal distinction between the two, 

and the restrictions in method and evidence imposed thereto on the use of expert analysis. 

Writing as a professional economist, I shall now analyze economic issues regarding 

monetary relief in trademark litigation. While experts may attempt to identify plaintiff 

damages or defendant profits, it is important for contestants to note the importance of a 

proven causal connection between the trademark infringement and any sought remedy. While 
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the court may have some equitable discretion, the case law does not permit plaintiff experts 

to simply identify from income statements revenue totals and leave the defense to present all 

deductions and apportionments. Rather, a careful distinction must be established between the 

mark infringement and the subsequent actual confusion related to the sale of specific items 

that may have been affected. 

 
 

2. TRADEMARK PROTECTION AND BUYER CONFUSION 

 

Per the Lanham Act of 1946, as amended in 1996 (15 U.S.C. 1051, et. seq.), a trademark is 

“any word, name, symbol, or device or any combination thereof adopted and used by a 

manufacturer or merchant to identify his goods and distinguish them from those 

manufactured or sold by others.” 15 U.S.C. 1127. Also protected is a service mark – “'a mark 

used in the sale or advertising of services to identify the services of one person and 

distinguish them from the services of others.” Id. The Lanham Act also protects non- 

functional apparel or packaging that may be associated with the product or service – i.e., 

trade dress. 15 U.S.C. 1125 
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Trademark owners can acquire rights to a mark in one of two ways – (1) being the 

first to use in commerce and (2) being the first to register the mark with the U.S. Patent and 

Trademark Office.4 Protection in the first instance applies only in the geographic region in 

which the mark is used in commerce. Federal protection in the second instance extends to the 

national domain, except for those businesses that already had been deploying the name at the 

time of a federal award. Once enacted, registration of a mark provides to others constructive 

notice of a presence that can be discerned presumably through due diligence, as the Patent 

and Trademark Office publishes notice of new marks in its online database.5 Once granted, a 

trademark can be renewed indefinitely without termination; this differs from the limited 

terms of patent and copyright protection where terms are limited. 

When a trademark is first infringed without authorization,6 some shoppers may come 

to believe that the product is either produced or approved by the company that owns the mark 

– likelihood of confusion. If presentation leads to purchase, the mark owner suffers a loss of 

sales and possible harm to its reputation; the defendant is unjustly enriched. A mark owner 

has a cause of action for infringement when an unauthorized party uses (1) any reproduction, 

counterfeit, copy or colorable imitation of a mark; (2) without the registrant's consent; (3) in 

commerce; (4) in connection with the sale, offering for sale, distribution or advertising of any 

goods; (5) where such use is likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake or to deceive.7 An 

infringed mark owner can win an injunction (if likelihood of confusion is proven) and 

recover monetary remedies (where actual confusion is proven); the latter category principally 

includes actual damages and/or  defendant profits. 15 U.S.C. 1114, 1125. 
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A comprehensive review by Prof. Barton Beebe revealed that standards for proving 

likelihood may differ among Circuits.8 

 

 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 DC 

Similarity of the Marks x x x x x x x x x x x x 

Proximity of the Goods x x x x x x x x x x x x 

Evidence of Actual Confusion x x x x x x x x x x x x 

Strength of Plaintiff's Mark x x x x x x x x x x x x 

Defendant's Intent x x x x x x x x x x x x 

Sophistication of Consumers x x x x   x x x x  x 

Similarity of Adv. & Mktg. x  x x x x x  x x x  

Similarity of Sales Facilities x   x x  x    x  

Likelihood of Bridging the Gap 

Comparative Quality of the 

Goods 

Similarities in Parties' Sales 

Efforts 

 x 

x 

x 

 

 

x 

  x   x   x 

x 

Length of Use without Confusion   x          

 

 

 

Per the oft-cited Second Circuit case of Polaroid Corp. v. Polarad Elect. Corp.,9 

common factors for establishing likely confusion include (1) the strength of the plaintiff’s 

mark; (2) the degree of similarity between plaintiff’s and defendant’s marks; (3) the market 

proximity of the products; (4) the likelihood that plaintiff can take action to bridge the gap; 

(5) actual confusion; (6) the defendant’s good faith in adopting the mark; (7) the quality of 

defendant’s product; and (8) the sophistication of the buyers.10 

If likelihood of confusion can be proven, the defendant may yet attempt to establish 

the affirmative defenses of fair use (when a distinctive mark is used in good faith to specify a 

descriptive name or present an attribute of the contested product), nominative use (when use 

of the trademarked term is necessary to identify another product), parody (when the mark is 
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used to conjure or satirize a social institution), or criticism (when the mark is used more 

directly to single out a company for improper conduct.) For example, 

Fair use: The defendant’s use of the phrase “fish fry” to describe a batter coating for 

fish was an allowable fair use of the plaintiff’s mark Fish-fri.11 However, owners of the 

trademark Slickcraft used on family recreation boats won an injunction to stop use of the 

name Sleekcraft that was used in connection with high-speed racing boats, a non-competitive 

product yet in the same general vehicle class.12 

Nominative Use: The defendant newspaper USA Today prevailed against the rock 

band New Kids on the Block regarding the use of the band’s name in a telephone poll in 

which listeners could choose their favorite band members. The Court granted the 

newspaper’s nominative fair use because the band could not otherwise have been identified, 

the use of the name was confined solely to the process of the contest, and there was no 

suggestion of endorsement.13
 

Parody: The Second Circuit allowed the irreverent but harmless use of a piglike 

character named Spa’am in a Muppets movie, despite the earlier registration of the mark 

Spam by food company Hormel.14 However, a lower court (E.D.N.Y.) stopped parody in the 

logo “Enjoy Cocaine” found to infringe upon Coca Cola’s famous logo and mark.15
 

Criticism: The Court allowed an internet website entitled Bally’s Sucks to continue 

the use of the Bally’s name after recognizing the legitimate use needed for public criticism of 

Bally’s; no person could possibly confuse the derogatory website with an endorsement of 

Bally’s operations.16 Bally’s issues involving improper speech could yet relate to issues of 

defamation and putting in a false light. 

Protection through fair or nominative use is commonly allowed to cover operational 

compatibility of a replacement part with a trademarked apparatus; e.g., coffeepods used with 
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Keurig coffeemakers.17 If a plaintiff can show likelihood of confusion per some accepted test, 

defendant must prove the infringement is yet necessary to describe both products or services, 

only so much of the plaintiff’s mark is used for a descriptive purpose, the description is 

accurate.18
 

Generally speaking, the foundational assumption of nominative fair use is that 

a defendant uses a plaintiff’s marks to reference plaintiff’s goods or services as a 

means to communicate some comparison or property about its own goods or 

services, -- e.g., compatibility or comparison of product quality – without presenting 

a direct commercial affiliation with the mark owner.19 

3. LEGAL REMEDIES 

 

The Lanham Act provides for injunctive relief and monetary remedy once trademark liability 

is established. Per 15 U.S.C. 1116, a trademark owner may move first for an injunction when 

liability is proven, i.e., an infringing use is “likely to cause confusion or mistake or to deceive 

purchasers as to the source of origin of such goods or services.” The Lanham Act here 

protects against both direct confusion – i.e., when buyers “believe that the trademark owner 

sponsors or endorses the use of the challenged mark”,20 and reverse confusion -- when buyers 

mistakenly come to “believe that the junior user is the source of the senior user’s goods.”21
 

If liability is proven, allowable remedies are possibly recovered per 15 U.S.C. 

1117.22 Subject to principles of law or equity, a prevailing mark owner may recover (1) 

his/her actual damages, (2) defendant’s profits, and (3) the costs of the action. The Court may 

increase the damage award to treble level for compensatory (but not punitive reasons) and 

may increase or decrease in equity an award of profits by any amount if the owner’s recovery 

is deemed inadequate or excessive.23 Also allowable but less frequent are corrective 
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advertising24 and statutory damages (for counterfeiting). For the remainder of this article, I 

shall focus on measurement of actual damages and defendant’s profits. 

 

4. MONETARY REMEDIES: ACTUAL DAMAGES 

 

Actual damages to the mark owner are commonly measured by diverted sales or lost 

licensing income that the owner would otherwise have earned; added costs and diminished 

reputation are also conceivable. The award of actual damages requires that the owner prove 

actual buyer confusion;25 though admissible for an injunction (supra), simple likelihood of 

confusion is not a sufficient basis for recovery of actual damages.26  

The recovery interval for actual damages begins at the time the infringer becomes 

aware of its malfeasance through a formal notification or demonstration through the presence 

of a registration mark. 15 U.S.C.A. 1111. If actual confusion can be established for some or 

all sales (by evidence or some approved presumptive means), recovery of actual damages is 

allowable as a matter of law and can thus be put to a jury at the request of either party.27  

Actual damages can also be measured alternatively by lost profits, or lost licensing 

income as measured by reasonable royalty which is the statutory floor. Restoration of lost 

profits arising from diverted or suppressed sales – although a generally allowable tort 

remedy -- is difficult to establish in a trademark case. Here an expert would need to estimate 

damages arising in an infringement interval by reviewing plaintiff sales in “before” and 

“after” time periods, and so taking the difference. However, because any number of factors 

(e.g., economic growth, seasonality, regional shifts) may also influence sales along a dollar 

trajectory, it is difficult to isolate the contribution(s) of an interval of infringement(s) on the 

level of sales dollars. The problem of serial measurement over an historic interval then is 

quite unlike the discrete problem found in wrongful death or termination, where a discernible 
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drop in worker earnings can often be noticed immediately after the injury. 

Alternatively, a defendant’s infringement can deny to the mark owner the payment 

of lost licensing income, a more common measure of actual damages in a trademark case.28 

Lost licensing income is generally established as a percent royalty of defendant’s sales 

volume (or other royalty base) in a putative interval. As a general consideration, payments 

should be determined based on a hypothetical negotiation between a willing buyer and a 

willing seller in an arms-length transaction. The hypothetical negotiation should then exhibit 

a strictly rational correlation between the infringed rights at issue and the proposed measure 

of damages.29 Pending an appeal, the largest historic royalty award appeared in Variety 

Stores, Inc. v. Wal-Mart Inc., (359 F.Supp.3d 315 (2019)) where Variety proved actual 

damages ($45.5 million) and additional defendant profits ($50 million) with regard to 

Walmart’s infringement of its trademarks The Backyard, Backyard, and Backyard BBQ.30
 

To estimate reasonable royalties for a hypothetical trademark license, trademark 

courts sometimes (but not necessarily) modify and incorporate royalty standards set forth in 

the patent case of Georgia Pacific Corp. v. U.S. Plywood-Champion Papers, Inc.31  

An expert estimation should implicate standards of valuation that a negotiating 

agent would apply from financial theory or industry custom and practice. However, the 

consideration should be objective and not extend to estimates for the subjective preferences 

of either party.32 Some conceivable factors may tend to increase the royalty, while others 

could be neutral or tend to decrease it; there is often no objective way of ranking or 

weighting the importance of any. As a practical difficulty involving sneakers, “if Nike were 

to establish a 6 percent royalty rate, Wilson were to establish a 3 to 6 percent rate range 

depending on the licensee, the adidas rate were to range from 7 to 15 percent, and Mizuno 
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were to apply a range of 5 to 9 percent, the range of royalty rates would vary from a meager 3 

percent to a whopping 15 percent.”33 The matter can be complicated further if the royalty 

base itself is reasonably contested outside the terms of a stated contract. 

The determination of a royalty award then is apparently easier if evidence of some 

previous licensing or franchise arrangement between the two parties actually exists.34 That 

said, the District Court of Oregon in adidas America, Inc. v. Payless ShoeSource, Inc.,35 

focused on the histories of the two contestants, opting for consideration of prior licenses 

issued by the mark owner, prior rates paid by the licensee, and the licensor’s common 

practices – i.e., actual events that would be found directly in a plaintiff’s imagined licensing 

transaction. However, the difficulty of the adidas standard is that many plaintiffs simply do 

not have any history of licensing their marks. This concern might implicate market entrants 

who have just begun to promote a new product or brand as well as established incumbents 

who have no history of licensing their name. 

Without a direct history from the contesting parties, an economic expert may 

derive a license benchmark by considering comparable transactions that involve third-party 

licensors, as depicted below by an expert for a comprehensive sample in 2015.36
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This yet can be a difficult proposition. It is not proper simply to choose from the 

above table or any public database37 a compendium of related transactions and choose the 

average or midpoint license rate as the strike point. Indeed, the Federal Circuit disqualified a 

patent expert who had presented a list of seven benchmark licenses that he compiled from the 

licenses of other “comparable” patents not in suit.38 Rather than crudely adopt a rough 

average of licenses, a valuation expert should then select those benchmark licenses most 

comparable to the matter in suit and explain any remaining differences. 

 
 

5. MONETARY REMEDIES: PROFIT DISGORGEMENT 

 

As a provision in equity, a plaintiff under the Lanham Act may disgorge defendant’s profits. 

There are two primary justifications for this:39 preventing wrongful gain40 and deterring 

future infringement.41 When parties are competitors and plaintiff could have demonstrably 

made the same sales, the court may disgorge profits to approximate plaintiff losses.42
 

Plaintiffs may recover both actual damages and defendant profits, but it is necessary 

here to make separate pleas in law and equity to cover each.43 Plaintiff has four critical 
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advantages in the equity matter as it relates to disgorgement 

1. It is not necessary for a plaintiff to demonstrate actual damages in law in order 

to recover a disgorgement in equity.44
 

2. A defendant in equity alone has no right to a trial by jury on the matter of profit 

accounting for disgorgement,45 (unless defendant profits are used as a reasonable surrogate 

for actual damages and thus recoupable in law.46) 

3. It is not necessary to demonstrate actual confusion for items bearing an 

infringing mark; confusion is presumptive.47 Disgorgement of defendant profits from mark- 

bearing items is designed to preserve equity and deter infringement. 

4. It is generally not necessary to demonstrate willful intent or some comparable 

act of fraud or palming off in order to disgorge (re Romag48); a district court now may 

consider intent as a matter of equity among offsetting factors. 

Three additional Circuit Court decisions relate to disgorgement under willful intent: 

 

1. A demonstrated willfulness is not always sufficient to justify disgorgement; 
 

weakness of mark is a mitigating factor.49
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2. If infringement is willful, some financial remedy is necessary regardless of 

mitigating circumstances.50 

3. Disgorgement is possible as a remedy in law when plaintiff can prove that some 

share of defendant profits is a reasonable measure of actual damages.51 

Attorney Jonah Knobler points out that Section 1125(a), which was the basis for 

Romag's cause of action for trademark infringement, also contains the Lanham Act's 

prohibition on false advertising. “Consequently, the inference that the court drew from the 

statutory text should apply equally to false advertising claims.”52 That is, it is not necessary 

to prove willfulness to demonstrate infringement and remedy in false advertising. 

 
 

6. PLAINTIFF BURDEN 

 

Whether actual confusion is presumptive or proven, both plaintiff and defendant bear 

evidentiary burdens on the implicated profit disgorgement, which may involve all or some 

fraction of sales.53 Plaintiff must first prove defendant revenues from sales related to 

infringement, while defendant must then prove offsetting costs and a means for apportioning 

the value of non-infringing elements in the product. Plaintiff may yet prove revenues through 

actual receipts, income tax statements, annual reports, statements, or other indirect methods 

of proof. 

The plaintiff’s revenue burden is relatively straightforward if all defendant sales can be 

judged to be infringing. That said, courts have differed on plaintiff burden when the 

defendant infringed trademark in only some of its product lines. In the Ninth Circuit case of 
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Lindy Pen v. Bic Pen,54 the defendant Bic used Lindy’s trademarked slogan AUDITOR’S 

FINE POINT to market pens sold through a telephone mail order campaign. After prevailing 

on likelihood of confusion in the infringing market, plaintiff Lindy sought restitution of 

profits on all Bic Pens sold in the campaign, regardless of the presence of the infringing mark 

on the sold product. Recovery under the found presence of the infringing mark on the sold 

product itself implicates equitable consideration in Mishawaka (infra note 47) 

The Ninth Circuit Court upheld the District Court. The Court found that Lindy had 

access through discovery to Bic’s records from which it could have extracted revenues 

related to those units with infringing use of the mark. As Lindy had failed to isolate 

infringing sales from total pen sales, Lindy's calculations of defendant revenues contained 

items in which no actual confusion was proven and no equitable consideration would justify 

disgorgement.55 Without an appropriate breakout, the Court then declined to enforce Lindy’s 

sought revenue disgorgement and thus shut out the plaintiff’s remedy claim entirely. As 

equitable concerns that may have affected the outcome, the Court found Lindy’s descriptive 

trademark to be weak and the infringement to be unintentional. 

In the latter case of Rolex v. Michel Company,56 Rolex sought recovery from Defendant 

watch repair who had fixed and resold trademarked Rolex watches along with two other non- 

infringing products. After the District Court allowed the Defendant to resell the marked 

watches with appropriate clarification, the Ninth Circuit disallowed reuse of the mark 

altogether and awarded attorneys’ fees to Rolex. Nonetheless, the Circuit Court enforced 

Lindy Pen to uphold the District Court’s rejection of disgorgement; Rolex had insufficiently 

met the Plaintiff’s burden to identify what fraction of Defendant revenues actually carried the 

infringing marks.57
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The Lindy decision resurfaced yet again in 2012 when the District Court (C.D. Cal.) 

reviewed a remedy for infringing advertisement that implicated a burden to prove a causal 

connection from infringement in advertisement to sales of the actual product.58 The Court 

found that Plaintiff expert David Nolte established merely a correlation—but not a causal 

relationship—between El Paseo’s advertisements and a decline in plaintiff’s profits. The 

Court also faulted plaintiff’s disgorgement calculation; “Nolte assumed that all of El Paseo’s 

profits during the relevant period were due to its advertisements, without evidence to support 

that assumption.” That said, the record provided “no way to determine with any degree of 

certainty what award would be compensatory,” as found to be required by precedent.59
 

 

7. CIRCUIT SPLIT AND SUPREME COURT RESOLUTION 

 

The Seventh Circuit case of WMG Gaming Inc. v. WPC Productions LLC ended very 

differently than Lindy.60 The infringer WPC produced a variety of casino games, one of 

which violated the WMG ‘s trademarked slogan JACKPOT PARTY. After plaintiff WMG 

sought to disgorge all WPC profits identified in WPC’s Annual Report, the District Court 

required the plaintiff to meet the burden of proving sales solely from use of the offending 

mark. 

  The Circuit Court reversed, citing to the Supreme Court in Hamilton-Brown Shoe Co. 

v. Wolf Bros. & Co. to require complete disgorgement61 While it is often difficult to 

“ascertain[ ] what proportion of the profit is due to the trademark, and what to the intrinsic 

value of the commodity” -- such that the proper proportion often “cannot be ascertained with 

any reasonable certainty… it is more consonant with reason and justice that the owner of the 

trademark should have the whole profit than that he should be deprived of any part of it by 

the fraudulent act of the defendant.”62 All profits from the defendant were to be disgorged. 
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Lindy and WMG Gaming appear to have established a circuit split. However, the 

Seventh Circuit reference to Hamilton-Brown Shoe may be misplaced. The issue in Hamilton 

v. Wolf actually involved apportionment of Hamilton’s infringing shoe sales bearing Wolf’s 

fanciful mark (“American Girl”) that Hamilton modified (“American Lady”) on each of three 

products, two marks were commingled with further non-infringing identification. Wolf’s 

sought profit recovery yet only included those products bearing the infringing mark, but not 

those product lines clean of infringement. 

 

The issue of a commingled mark would appear again before the Supreme Court in 
 

Mishawaka Rubber & Woolen Mfg. Co. v. S.S. Kresge Co.63 In a matter that involved a 

commingled use of a trademarked circular plug embedded in Kresge’s shoe heels, the Court 

cited Hamilton, 

 

“The burden is the infringer’s to prove that his infringement had no cash value 

in sales made by him. If he does not do so, the profits made on sales of goods 

bearing the infringing mark properly belong to the owner of the mark… There 
may well be a windfall to the trademark owner where it is impossible to 

isolate the profits which are attributable to the use of the infringing mark. But 
to hold otherwise would give the windfall to the wrongdoer.”64

 

 

The Supreme Court vacated a more restrictive Circuit Court ruling that allowed 

disgorgement of profits only when where petitioner could prove a displacement of its own 

sales. 

The cited precedents of Hamilton, Mishawaka, and Nintendo of Am., Inc. v. 

Dragon Pac. Int’l.65 considered disgorgement with commingled trademarks on consumer 

products However, the Seventh Circuit in WMG v. WPC went further to allow WMG to 

disgorge revenues from all WPC’s products in its Annual Report, including those that had no 
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offending marks whatsoever. This interpretation of the law seems very questionable Per 

Mishawaka, “the plaintiff of course is not entitled to profits demonstrably not attributable to 

the unlawful use of his mark.” [citing Straus v. Notaseme Hosiery 240 U.S. 179, 183 

(1916).66 There is then no clear precedent or economic reasoning that would allow the 

defendant to disgorge profits from any non-infringing product that had no offending marks 

and thus no demonstrated means of causing confusion. 

If my reading of Lindy, Rolex, and Out of the Box is correct, attorneys and experts 

face a critical distinction between the implications of likely and actual confusion, and their 

respective determination of injunction and remediation. After plaintiff proves some 

likelihood of confusion to justify an injunction on use of the mark, the automatic presumption 

of further actual confusion is not valid for advertising, adwords, hashtags, or other tactics for 

raising initial interest in a product (infra Section 8). In particular, surveys related to 

likelihood are circumstantial evidence in an experimental situation of actual confusion and do 

not represent “real consumers making mistaken purchases.” McCarthy, supra note 1. Isolated 

incidents of actual confusion do not demonstrate an entire pattern of confusion. A&H 

Sportswear, supra note 2. Therefore, after proving likely confusion resulting from an 

advertisement, experts may yet find remediable damages or infringer sales difficult to 

enumerate (supra); some fraction of the defendant’s sales may be unrelated to any confusing 

event.67  

For a hypothetical example, a dishonest Toyota dealer website could improperly 

use the fanciful word Sentra (as in Nissan Sentra) to create interest among car shoppers, bait 

some unsuspecting visits to the lot, and switch the deal to some other models for the trouble. 

Initial confusion from the advertisement is likely, and thus deserving of an injunction. 
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However, it would be quite difficult to prove the correct terms for actual confusion – i.e., the 

percentage of eventual visitors or buyers on the lot who had actually come due to the view of 

the infringing mark in the advertisement. 

My explanation of trademark remedy with infringing advertisement is related to 

comparable matters that involve copyright infringements in sales and advertising – upon 

which I have written previously68 When the infringed work appears in the advertising or 

promotion but not on the actual product sold, the plaintiff must first be prepared to prove a 

causal connection from the infringing item of use to an actual sale. For lack of a causal 

connection, Two different infringed copyright owners were here denied an accounting related 

to ad use in Estate of Vane v. The Fair (5th Cir. 1985)69 and On Davis v. The Gap (2d Cir. 

2001).70 Similarly, plaintiff’s sought accounting for a digital infringement was shut out in the 

Northern District of California in Thale v. Apple, Inc (N. .Ca. 2013).71 

 

8. DEFENDANT BURDEN 

 

Once plaintiff proves defendant sales, the defendant must prove deductible expenses and the 

deductible worth of non-infringing factors that contributed to the sale of any defendant good 

where actual confusion is presumptive or proven. The defense burden involves a more 

cumbersome process that requires more than a cursory accounting compilation (where 

unaudited data are simply presented in a table without any further analysis) or a review 

(where the unaudited data are entered in an accounting statement and then eyeballed to 

maintain their general consistency). Rather, the trademark defendant may reasonably expect 

to engage in an independent audit or comparable process where each cost deduction can be 

verified to the court. 
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There are three possible methods for estimating cost deductions (in order of 

increasing inclusiveness) of likely dollar amount:72
 

1. Differential cost method includes only the variable costs (e.g., costs of goods 

sold) that the infringer incurred directly in order to produce or distribute the infringing goods. 

Sales taxes are deductible expenses, but income taxes are not.73
 

2. Direct assistance method includes differential costs as well as an apportionment 

for common costs for expensed items that directly assisted in production or distribution of the 

infringing goods. For example, common advertising expenses in a specified budget for brand 

promotion may be apportioned among several benefitted products, including the infringing 

item. 

3. Fully allocated cost method adds apportionments of general overhead costs, 

often per the rules of generally accepted accounting principles, which are the standards of 

the accounting profession. It should be pointed out the GAAP standards have no accepted 

special standing in court and other valuation means can be applied.74
 

4. After deducting costs, defendant may also attempt to estimate and deduct the 

value of non-infringing elements that might have contributed to sale – e.g., the value of the 

defendant’s retailing relationships or packaging. 

Consistent with the general burden of evidence of apportionment in trademark law, 

the Supreme Court ruled in Mishawaka that 

“the burden is the infringer’s to prove that his infringement had [diminished] cash 

value in sales made by him. If he does not do so, the profits made on sales of goods 

bearing the infringing mark properly belong to the owner of the mark… There may 

well be a windfall to the trademark owner where it is impossible to isolate the profits 

which are attributable to the use of the infringing mark. But to hold otherwise would 

give the windfall to the wrongdoer.”75
 

 

As a means for discouraging infringement, some courts have entirely disallowed defendants 
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to attempt to apportion.76 If allowed, apportionment techniques appear generally to be matters 

of equity, and can be presented as such. 

In multiyear infringements, defendant profits are accounted for annually and positive 

annual profits are summed to obtain a total amount that can be disgorged. The defendant here 

may not offset losses in one year against profits earned in another.77 Nor would a defendant 

chain of e.g., thirteen restaurants (Burger King) allowed to offset profits on six by losses on 

the other seven.78
 

 
9. FALSE ADVERTISING AND HASHTAGS 

 
As mentioned above, competitors have remedies in the Lanham Act when they are injured by 

false representations that extend beyond actual confusion arising in the consumer product 

itself;79 this could involve the use of hashtags in social media. While the Lanham Act is 

intended to protect consumers, infringed competitors may serve as an enforcement 

mechanism against deceptive practices.80
 

Plaintiff rights were unified under the Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act 

(UDTA) of 1964, which sought to unify the federal and state law of unfair competition to 

protect consumers from misleading business practices such as false advertising, trademark 

infringement, misrepresentation, and false disparagement.81 The federal act now provides 

injunctive relief, while state remedies may include injunctive relief, corrective 

advertising,82and actual damages. While damage recovery is allowable in law, equitable 

disgorgement of defendant profits is not a general statutory provision for false advertising. 

However, plaintiffs may yet recover defendant profits if related to trademark infringement as 

a consideration. 
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To recover damages from false advertising, Plaintiff must prove outright falsehood, 

actual deception, or use of advertising in bad faith. Recoverable damages may include 

diverted sales, price erosion, corrective advertisements, and harms that cannot be undone 

through corrective advertising. Proof in trademark cases may then involve a direct 

comparison of marks and product traits or information obtained through a consumer survey;83 

“a [survey] control should share as many characteristics with the experimental stimulus as 

possible, with the key exception of the characteristic whose influence is being assessed.” 

(internal quotation marks and citation omitted)84
 

The unauthorized use of a competitor’s trademark in a hashtag85 can be viewed as 

 

an infringement possibly subject to injunction. A business can promote product awareness 

by including a rival’s name in message hashtags sent out to readers on its social media 

platform. Retrieved messages in the linked conversations be complimentary, derogatory, or 
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neither, but generally reflect buyer opinion learnable through wider awareness and comments 

enabled through likes, shares, and new followers. 

A trademark owner may sometimes claim that an infringing hashtag may lead buyers 

to confusion regarding the source or origin of an infringer’s products. In this regard, the 

District Court of Massachusetts in Eksouzian v. Albanese86 ruled in a specific application that 

“hashtags are merely descriptive devices, not trademarks.”87 However, the Eksouzian ruling 

was not general, as the unauthorized use of a found trademark in a defendant’s hashtag yet 

was found to be infringing -- and possibly beyond fair use protection – when combined with 

other words,88 images,89 and false sponsorship90 that could implicate an association or 

endorsement beyond necessary. The plaintiffs in each later case (notes 89- 91) proved 

likelihood of confusion and received an injunction against further use. However, as with false 

advertising generally,91 it would be inappropriate in a hashtag infringement to assume a 

causal connection involving the infringement and either actual damages or defendant profits, 

unless dollars of claimed remedy may be causally related to the infringement through actual 

confusion. 

 
 

10. SUMMARY 

 

A few summary points to take away 

 
1. Economic experts may calculate actual damages, defendant profits to be disgorged, or 

both, as specified in the Lanham Act. 

2. As a matter of law, the award of actual damages requires the plaintiff show a causal 
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connection between infringement and plaintiff harm, and not a mere likelihood of confusion. 

Likely confusion is remedied by injunction. 

3. When basing damages on lost royalties, a valuation expert should select those few 

benchmark licenses most comparable to the matter in suit and be prepared to explain and 

account for any differences in market circumstances. 

4. As a matter of equity, the award of disgorgement may require a showing of a causal 

connection to infringement, and a demonstration of actual confusion. 

5. The use of the mark on the infringing product is a presumptive basis to prove actual 

confusion and may lead to a possible equitable basis for disgorgement. Defendant bears the 

burden to provide a means of apportioning the relative value of infringing and non-infringing 

uses. 

6. There is no presumptive proof of actual confusion for any type of financial remedy in 

advertisements and messages that use an infringing trademark not embedded in the retail 

product or service. A more positive demonstration of actual confusion is necessary. 

. 
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